Finding an Article using CUNY+ and E-Journal List

**ELECTRONIC**

Find an e-journal title
- Title begins with [ ]
- Search

Browse by e-journal title
- D E G H I K L M N O P Q R S T U W X Y Z

Browse an alphabetical list

Browse e-journal by subject
- Please select a subject category - [ ] Search

1. Use the Library Home Page <library.lehman.cuny.edu> to see if Lehman gives you access to a journal online/electronically, by clicking “Find Electronic Journals by Title”
2. In the E-Journals Search Box you can type in the name of the journal listed in your article citation. For example from this citation below, write down the name of the journal:

**ARTICLE CITATION**

DOES SEX IN ADVERTISING REALLY AFFECT VIEWERS?

Journal title: ________________________________________________________________

3. After clicking “Find Electronic Journals by Title,” type in the name of this journal in the Search Box.
4. Is this journal available online/electronically? Yes ___ No _____
5. If “YES” - write down one online source of this journal that has issues from 1975:

6. Click on this source and find a copy of the full-text of this article. Print the first page of the article

**PAPER or PRINT**

1. From the Library Home Page you can find journals and articles available in print or paper using the online catalog CUNY+ by clicking “Find Books and Journal Titles in the Catalog”
2. At the CUNY+ screen, click on “Journal Title Search” from the top Tool Bar
3. Type in the journal name from #2 above. Answer these questions:
4. Is this journal listed in CUNY+ ? Yes ____ No _____
5. Is this journal in print or paper at Lehman? Yes ____ No _____
6. Is the article listed in #2 available in paper at Lehman? Yes ______ No _____
7. Why or Why Not? __________________________________________________________